LUXAFLEX® Modern roman Shades

LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman shades castillo collection

Castillo Collection
Castillo is a signature collection for those who seek out the
best in design. The Agra, Sula, Twain and Taos fabric ranges
within this collection offer 18 unique options that are rich in
texture and design.
The Agra fabric range features a dimensional and organic
texture with a basket weave appearance that mixes unique
yarns to create six colours with a refined and rustic style. The
Sula range consists of three multi-coloured, lustrous fabrics
that boast an authentic handcrafted look. The Twain range
features vertical yarns that are intertwined to create three
colours with a sophisticated sheen and contemporary flair.
The six colours within the Taos fabric range are inspired by
natural elements with the feel and appearance of grass cloth
combined with a gentle subtle shimmer.
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LUXAFLEX® Modern Roman shades Modern Textures collection

Modern Textures Collection
The Modern Textures Collection is a combination of
soft textures and varying woven patterns. The Heather,
Jewelstone, Brooklyn Tweed and Drake fabric ranges within
this Collection consist of a contemporary colour pallet of
22 exquisite colours that are sure to make a statement and
create dimension at the window.
The Heather range features a muted colour pallet that
boasts a subtle woven design. Jewelstone is a modern
organic semi-sheer fabric range with refined horizontal
finish. The Brooklyn Tweed range is a soft, yet intense blend
of rich texture and a classic linear pattern. The Drake fabric
range consists of a soft earth tone colour pallet with a rich
texture and subtle sheen.
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